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The experience, education and training I had in my life constantly emphasized the importance of a sense of personal responsibility. I was far from perfect, but I am actively trying to resist the trap of blaming others. This is a valuable key to keep us focused on our goals, goals and objectives rather than the conditions of the path. Dr. Ben Carson is constantly sharing this valuable key to his professional
maturity. Introduced him in his early childhood to his mother, she made him read this poem every time he made excuses, whining or complaining. It is a simple poem that was the catalyst for his amazing life. I hope it can provide similar ideas and inspiration to you. Yourself to blame Mayme White Miller If things go wrong for you and make you a little ashamed Often you find out that you are to blame and
quickly we ran to evil and then bad luck came Why do we blame others? It's our own fault . . . whatever happens to us, that's what we're saying: If things hadn't gone that way. And if you don't have enough friends, I'll tell you what to do make an examination, you will find flaws in you ... environment rather than acceptING APPROPRIATE NEXT ACTION needs to create the life we want to live. It is very easy
to fall into the trap of blaming others or regularly feeling victimized. The next time you get headed in this direction, think about this poem: do the expertise and see what you find. No excuses. You are the captain of your ship. You can do it! By looking, doing an examination, you'll probably find that there's AN APPROPRIATE NEXT ACTION that you can take, and you already have everything you need
(including permission). ACT NOW!-Take APPROPRIATE NEXT ACTION that will bring you closer to your goal. Only those who act will win! THE QUESTION: How do you catch yourself from falling into the trap of blaming others? If you liked this post, please consider sharing it with friends and be sure to subscribe to LEAD from your CURRENT POSITION® mail list! Subscribe to LEAD from your CURRENT
POSITION® Check Blog Posts in these categories: Leadership - Personal Development - Performance - Passion Please Follow and Like Us: Blame Mayme White Miller If Things Go Bad For You and Make You a Little Shame Often You Learn What You Have Yourself To Blame Poem (see Below) and the Legacy of Dr. Benjamin Carson, a pediatric neurosurgeon who is now more should serve as an
inspiration to all. America is beautiful and exceptional. Blame yourself. If things go wrong for you and make you a little ashamed Often you find out that you are yourself to blame Swiftly we ran for evil and then bad luck came Why do we blame others? We have blame whatever happens to us, that's what we say: If it wasn't for things wouldn't have gone that way. And if you don't have enough friends, I'll tell
you what to do the exam, you'll find flaws in you... You are the captain of your ship, so agree with the same if you travel down you are to blame author: Mayme White Miller Be inspired. Look for the blame and let them not distract you from your goals, nor convince you otherwise. Source: FOX NEWS INSIDER Home Blog Messages and Inspiration You just ourselves blameFar too often we find ourselves
complaining about our situation rather than taking action to create the life we want to live. We can all fall into this trap. Next time you find yourself headed to a pity party, read this poem, count your blessings and start walking to and working on the life you are going to live. Blame yourself If things go wrong for you and make you a little ashamedften you find out that you are to blame for us we ran on evil And
then bad luck camey we blame others? We have to blame whatever happens to us, that's what we're saying if we hadn't gone down this path. And if you miss friends, I'll tell you what to domake exam, you'll find flaws in you... You are the captain of your ship, so agree with the sameIf you travel down You are to blame Mayme White MillerExcuses you nowhere. You are the captain of your ship. Go and make
your dreams come true. If you liked this blog, please share it with your friends and join the conversation by leaving a comment or question on our website. While you're there you can subscribe to email updates, take our growth quiz. Image courtesy of Kurt Fowler Shares a Tweet Email Print It's really intriguing why we are often unable to take responsibility in life. People hardly want to take responsibility for
the shortcomings and misadventures in their lives. We blame our parents, spouses, children, friends, bosses, colleagues, employees, enemies, our pets, and everything else except ourselves. The truth is, no one can stop you from doing what you want if your mind is really focused on it. People no one else makes you fail, you only have yourself to blame. True achievements, all truly great people know this
truth. They take responsibility for their lives, only the losers blame others. If you find yourself always blaming others for most of the results in your life, why don't you try studying your actions or inaction in events that have yielded results, you may find, as I have done too many times, that you are responsible for everything that happens in your life. Below is a beautiful Maym White Miller called Myself to blame
read it, remember it, and let it become part of because there are many truths in it: If things go wrong for you and make you a little ashamed Often you find out that you yourself are to blame Swiftly we ran for evil and then bad luck came Why do we blame others? It's our own fault, whatever happens to us, that's what we're saying: If things hadn't gone that way. And if you don't have enough friends, I'll tell
you what to do the exam, you'll find flaws in you... You are the captain of your ship, So agree with the same, if you travel down you are to blame Yourself Skip the content If things go wrong for you and make you a little ashamed Often you find out that you yourself are to blame Swiftly we ran for evil And then bad luck came Why do we blame others? It's our own fault, whatever happens to us, that's what
we're saying: If things hadn't gone that way. And if you don't have enough friends, I'll tell you what to do the exam, you'll find flaws in you... Your captain is your ship, so agree with the same if you travel down you yourself are to blame Mayme White Miller Miller
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